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Assay principles and procedure

Multi-center implementation studies
 9 settings of intended use in 6 countries
 (Sub)-District (3), microscopy centers (3), MDR screening / ER (3)
 Diverse laboratory conditions (temp up to 40C, space, staff background)
 6648 TB or MDR-TB suspected patients screened from diverse populations
 1255 known HIV+ (313 C+), 1884 known HIV- (441 C+), 3509 HIV unknown (774 C+)
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Study design
Peru, Uganda, Azerbaijan, India, Philippines

 1 Xpert added to routine examinations;
 Culture / DST added as reference standard;
 Patient management on smear/culture;



TB treatment based on Xpert




MDR-TB treatment
based on Xpert
Culture dropped



Culture dropped

South Africa

Weekly
alternation

 Smear microscopy as per routine
 Culture / DST added as reference standard;
 Patient management on smear/culture;



Xpert replacing 1 smear
examination

Considerations for implementation
Variable

Performance / outcome

Preventive maintenance

Annual calibration (logistics and costs).

Storage, operating temperature

2-28°C storage; 15-30°C operation.
High lab temperature = no effect on
performance. (Error message at >40°C)

Electrical supply and back-up power

Uninterruptable power supply with UPS (400 VA)
for 20 min. Serial car batteries tested.

Biosafety requirements

Same as smear microscopy*.

Waste management

As for sputum containers; additional waste
volume compared to smear microscopy.

*Banada PP., et al. Containment of bioaerosol infection risk by the Xpert MTB/RIF assay and its applicability to point-of-care settings. J Clin Microbiol 2010; 48 (10): 3551-7

A breakthrough for people living with HIV?
 Significantly increases pTB or MDR-TB case detection rates compared to current
routine practice? Yes
 Robust enough to be implemented near point-of treatment? Important
considerations for implementation
 Ex-pTB? Pediatric TB? Promising preliminary data
 Shortens diagnostic delays, but also time to treatment? Yes
 Decreases drop out rates? Promising preliminary data, but treatment programs
need to be strengthened
 Decreases morbidity and mortality? Promising preliminary data Increases cure
rates? No data
 Decreases transmission rates (TB or MDR)? No data
 Is a cost-effective intervention? ICER<GDP per capita; resource mobilization
critical
 Multi-disease platform? Yes, HIV VL and STD of particular relevance
 Being rolled-out and scaled up? (without weakening other TB control efforts).
WHO surveillance program.
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